Transform contract performance with advanced AI and ML

Dynamic AI and ML powers this intuitive SaaS product, translating raw contract data into detailed insights while exposing hidden risk.

ContractAi reduces turnaround time and cost associated with contract review and analysis, and increases responsiveness to time sensitive scenarios, such as market exits in which third party/supplier contracts must be reviewed for termination, assignment or dispute resolution.

By reading and understanding inaccessible, complex contractual language and clauses, ContractAi grants robust contract visibility with up to 98% accuracy—so you can quickly and intelligently leverage advantages built into your contracts while mitigating risk within your business and finding opportunities to save.
What you have may not be good enough

Amplify decision making with consistent, convenient contract insight delivery

- **View, search and filter** your entire enterprise contract portfolio within a single, intuitive interface.
- **Exposé specific terms, language and phrases** hidden deep within your contracts, for smarter negotiations and decisions.
- **Streamline workflows and prioritize portfolios** with specified contract displays: by clause, entity, category and more, via flexible and customizable dashboard configurations.
- **Enable user-specific access and viewing permissions** based on role, category and more, with configurable filters that enhance personalization and security.
- **Generate multiple insights and answers at once** with simultaneous search that accelerates workflows and decision making. And more, with configurable filters that enhance personalization and security.
- **Immediately identify and prioritize contract risk** with a risk scoring engine that helps you mitigate potential problems within extracted clauses and take appropriate action. Accelerates workflows and decision making.
- **Manage time-based contract events with smart alerts** that minimize surprises and augment proactive, timely approaches to contract negotiations. That helps you mitigate potential problems within extracted clauses and take appropriate action.

The ultimate upgrade to your contract management tool

Traditional and Manual Contract Management Processes

Traditional and manual approaches to contract management are simply not robust or efficient enough to effectively optimize process workflows and manage compliance risks across the contract lifecycle. The sheer volume and complexity of contract data also exacerbates underlying functionality and accessibility limitations, making it difficult to unlock potential value and strengthen compliance.

The Ai and ML Driven Power of Contract Ai

ContractAi makes practical AI and ML work for you. ContractAi surpasses the capabilities of traditional CLM tools and contract management processes with sophisticated AI, ML, and Natural Language Processing (NLP) that accelerates rapid discovery and extraction of clauses to determine contract risk, renewal, and termination with industry-leading precision—regardless of the condition of the underlying data.

Enterprise-wide contracts throughout the entire organization are automatically and accurately classified by clause, category, and more to empower you with the insights needed to assume total control over your contracts.
Know what’s in all your contracts—and do something about it—at a moment’s notice.

**PROBLEM**

Constantly evolving regulatory environments and increasing disruption are changing the way you negotiate your contracts—and leverage them once they’re in place. Contract management has progressed from an organizational “bonus” to a critical enterprise tool for the intelligent era.

**CHALLENGE**

Most businesses have exponentially more data than they know what to do with. It’s time to learn how to interpret and apply existing data to make daily work processes run more smoothly and efficiently so you can connect detailed contract insights to the broader context of other enterprise information and decision making frameworks.

**SOLUTION**

Leverage all of your contract data, mitigate risk, maintain compliance and take immediate action during business-critical moments—with the unprecedented accuracy of industry-leading artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML). ContractAi exposes hidden liabilities, risks, and opportunities within extracted clause and contract information so you can proactively synchronize your full contract landscape with other enterprise information at the point of critical decision making across board and operational levels.

Ready to get started?

To learn more, please contact our experts at info@electrifAi.net

10 Exchange Place, 11th Floor, Jersey City, NJ 07302

www.electrifAi.net